Interactive online training course:

Continuous DSP

Course information:
- Real-time interactive online training
- Training course is divided into 3 sessions, each of 3 hours duration alternating presentations and exercises. Each session is concluded by a discussion and Q&A
- Course Net-Price : 250 CHF
- The course is aimed for industrial and academic DSP specialists, scientist and engineers

Learning outcomes:
- To understand continuous downstream processing
- To understand quality-by-design, regulatory aspects and scale-up of continuous downstream processes
- To understand theory of multi-column simulated moving bed (SMB) chromatography
- To understand and be capable of process integration of continuous technologies into a DSP manufacturing process

Programme:

Session 1
- Introduction to continuous downstream processing, QbD, regulation and scale-up possibilities
- Continuous cell separation: Acoustic Wave Separator, Centrifugation, depth filtration

Session 2
- Single-pass TFF (continuous filtration: UF and DF)
- Introduction to Continuous Chromatography

Session 3
- Continuous Chromatography
- Regulatory considerations for continuous chromatography
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